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ABSTRACT 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system is an information 
management and analysis tool that can help businesses and other 
organizations manage their interactions with customers. CRMs were 
originally designed to target large corporations, but the internet has 
allowed small business owners to take advantage of these tools as 
well. Customer data is collected in a CRM database, which allows for 
advanced analysis such as customer segmentation and contact 
history. Customer relationship management system (CRMs) is a 
process in which a business or other organization administers its 
interactions with customers, typically using data analysis to study 
large amounts of information. In this article, we will be explaining 
how you can a E-commerce company can apply their customer 
relationship management system to analyze their customer base by 
CLTV, a key marketing metric that allows you to evaluate the impact 
and outcomes of the firm’s customer relationship management 
strategies and tactics. In order to increase revenue through better 
marketing campaigns. E-commerce companies consider that 
customers are their most important asset and that it is essential to 
estimate the potential value of this asset. Hence, a model for 
calculating customer's value is essential in these domains. We 
describe a general modeling approach, based on BG-NBD and 
Gamma-Gamma models, for calculating customer value in the e-
commerce domain. This model extends existing models from the 
field of direct marketing, by taking into account a sample set of 
variables required for evaluating customers value in an e-commerce 
environment. In addition, we present an algorithm for generating this 
model from historical data, as well as an application of this modeling 
approach for the creation of a model for e-commerce. This model 
provides more accurate predictions than existing models regarding 
the future income generated by customers using Python. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The segmentation of customers according to their 
customer lifetime value (CLTV) enables companies to 
adequately build long-term relationships with 
customers and effectively manage investments into 
marketing tools. CLTV contributes to solving a 
number of problems such as decisions related to 
addressing, retaining and acquiring customers, or 
issues concerning a company’s long-term value 
(Haenlein et al., 2006). Many different CLTV models 
were devised in recent decades and, at the same time, 
the development of ICT gave rise to e-commerce, 
which is a fast-growing retail market in world. The 
important part of e-commerce is online shopping, 
which offers retail sales directly to consumers.  

 
Companies engaged in e-commerce have high data 
availability due to the interactions of customers with 
their websites and other Internet-based services. The 
high level of competition, especially in online 
shopping, drives companies to spend their financial 
resources on marketing activities as efficiently as 
possible, which can be helped by implementing a 
CLTV model that uses available historical data to 
estimate customer value. However, in their effort to 
introduce CLTV as a decision-making basis for 
marketing management, companies operating an 
online store face the issue of selecting the appropriate 
CLTV model that would be suitable for their kind of 
business. 
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Customers are central to all marketing activities of a 
company because not only do they generate income, 
but they increase the company’s market value as well. 
Marketing emphasizes the interconnection of all 
processes and activities that create, communicate and 
provide values for customers, including customer 
relationship management. 

In the past two decades, the field of customer 
relationship management (CRM) went through a 
significant transformation thanks to information and 
communication technologies (mainly database and 
analytical technology). When analyzing customer 
feedback, companies no longer have to rely only on 
the aggregated results of quantitative and qualitative 
research (e.g., questionnaires, focus groups), but they 
can use their own customer data and concentrate on 
selected groups or individual customers. This was 
achieved thanks to the new possibilities of storing and 
processing available data about individual customers 
(Jasek et al., 2018). 

The CLTV approach forms a bridge between 
marketing and financial metrics, which means that 
marketing activities are always related to financial 
metrics, allowing space for optimization and 
management (Williams et al., 2015). CLTV shows the 
way in which (changes in) customer behavior (e.g., 
increased purchase, retention) can influence future 
profitability. The relevancy of CLTV applications is 
leveraged mainly by customer behavior impacting 
retention, customer-level attributes impacting 
customer loyalty (e.g., age and gender), and national 
cultural dimensions affecting the drivers of purchase, 
frequency and contribution margin. All of these (and 
other) components used for appropriate CLTV models 
with available data constitute both direct and indirect 
influences on CLTV calculations. The main 
researched applications of CLTV are aimed at the 
business-to-consumer context while the business-to-
business applications are focused on customer asset 
management(Nenonen et al., 2016). 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM): 
Customer relationship management (CRM) is a 
technology for managing all your company’s 
relationships and interactions with customers and 
potential customers. The goal is simple: Improve 
business relationships. A CRM system helps 
companies stay connected to customers, streamline 
processes, and improve profitability. 

When people talk about CRM, they are usually 
referring to a CRM system, a tool that helps with 
contact management, sales management, productivity, 
and more. 

A CRM solution helps you focus on your 
organization’s relationships with individual people — 
including customers, service users, colleagues, or 
suppliers — throughout your lifecycle with them, 
including finding new customers, winning their 
business, and providing support and additional 
services throughout the relationship. 

Customer Lifetime value (CLTV): 
Customer Lifetime value (CLTV) is a key marketing 
metric that allows you to measure the impact and 
outcomes of the firm’s customer relationship 
management strategies and tactics. CLTV models are 
used in the field of marketing to evaluate the lifetime 
value of customers in conventional businesses. 

Customer lifetime value (CLTV), is the prediction of a 
company's net profit contributed to its overall future 
relationship with a customer. The model can be simple 
or sophisticated, depending on how complex the 
predictive analytics techniques are. 

Lifetime value is a critical metric because it represents 
the maximum amount that customers may be expected 
to spend in order to acquire new ones. As a result, it's 
crucial in determining the payback of marketing 
expenses used in marketing mix modeling. 

It allows companies to know exactly how much each 
customer is worth in monetary terms and therefore 
exactly how much a marketing department should be 
willing to spend to acquire each customer. It is a 
concept adopted from direct marketing which looks on 
the long term customer behavior as the key for 
success. The norms for this success are based on  
� The cost of acquiring a new customer and  
� The benefits & costs of retaining an existing 

customer  

Relationship marketing is the key concept that helps 
the companies in developing loyal consumer base. It 
embraces all those steps that companies undertake to 
know and provide value to its customers It is more 
profitable to have a set of regular long-term loyal and 
profitable customers than to have more number of 
customers. The 20:80 rule of marketing is that 20 % 
of the customer’s account for 80% of the company's 
profits and it is much cheaper to retain a consumer 
than to attract a new one. To reach these customers 
and convert them into partners is the real challenge 
(Ramachandran, et al., 2006). 

CLTV Models: 
There are several ways (models) you can use to 
calculate the numbers mentioned above. It’s 
important to understand that different models use and 
gather different past data a little bit differently. Some 
are simpler and offer a more general number; others, 
like the machine learning models, use additional data 
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and a robust algorithm to give you a much more 
complete overview of your customers and their 
particularities. 

Let’s dive into those models a little bit further: 
A. Aggregate Model 
The Aggregate Model is probably the most common 
method out there. It has been around the longest, and 
it is the most straightforward way to calculate CLTV. 
The aggregate model uses a constant spend rate and 
churn for all clients. In this method, we have a single 
CLTV, or in other words, a single group of customers 
rather than individuals. 

Since this model creates one single CLV predicted 
value, there might be some drawbacks to using it. 
Because all of your customers are grouped together, 
you might see a higher customer churn due to 
seasonality or a higher monetary value for 
transactions because of a few “big spenders” that 
influence the overall value. 

B. Cohort Model 
As the name says, this model uses cohorts to group 
customers and then calculates the CLTV for each 
group. The preposition here is based on the principle 
that customers grouped in a cohort have the same 
spending patterns or fairly similar behavior patterns. 

The algorithm will create cohorts based on your 
customers’ start date (by month). We usually consider 
the months of the year to group clients since each 
month usually has different marketing campaigns 
targeted to reach different kinds of people that, 
therefore, might be characterized by different 
behavior patterns. 

C. Probabilistic Model 
There are several probabilistic models that are 
commonly used to calculate CLTV predictions. They 
all use the same data mentioned before (Average 
Order Value, Purchase Frequency, Customer Churn), 
but they have slightly different approaches and 
probability distribution. 

Some of the models often used by companies are: 
� Pareto/NBD Model 
� BG/NBD Model 
� MBG/NBD Model 
� BG/BB Model 
� Gamma-Gamma Model 

D. Machine Learning Models 
Machine Learning (ML) is an essential Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) tool that can help predict CLTV 
with great accuracy. This is because the ML models 
use algorithms that find patterns in the data you’ve 
collected to more accurately forecast future customer 
behaviors – which has enormous benefits. 

As part of the machine learning process, we will also 
estimate the Recency, Frequency, and Monetary 
Value (RFM) for the transactions. This helps give you 
a clear overview of each user’s average purchase 
amount, lifetime duration, and their frequency of 
purchase. 

CLTV models in E-commerce: 
For this type of CLTV model to work, you need to 
have previous data and prepare it so the algorithm can 
do its job. This process involves removing duplicates 
and getting rid of empty fields or data that are 
incorrectly formatted. In the end, it doesn’t matter 
which CLTV model you choose; you will need to 
prepare and clean up your data first. 

The past three decades saw the introduction of a vast 
number of different models and approaches to 
calculating CLTV designed for various types of 
companies, businesses or chosen management views. 
One of the possible and often mentioned divisions of 
CLTV models according to the customer-company 
relationship is into contractual relations (lost for 
good, retention), semi-contractual relations and non-
contractual relations (always a share, migration).  

Within the literature were found only two studies in 
the Web of Science, which include a greater number 
of comparisons of selected models for the calculation 
of CLTV based on their empirical research, and 
therefore a comparison of the predictive capabilities 
of selected CLTV models on a single dataset on the 
basis of statistical metrics. (Donkers et al.,2007). 
analyzed a dataset from an insurance company with 
contractual settings and concluded that simple profit 
regression models achieve the best performance 
(Batislam et al.,2007). used a dataset from a grocery 
retailer repeatedly focusing on store cards and their 
usage as the drivers of higher purchase frequency by 
customers. The results confirm the better performance 
of their own modified Beta Geometric/NBD model 
(BG/NBD) customized to the specified business 
settings in comparison with Pareto/NBD and original 
BG/NBD models.  

It can be stated that even simple models achieve 
excellent prediction results despite the more complex 
models being expected to capture the depth of 
relationship developments better. Similarly, it can be 
expected that modified models or those designed for 
specific conditions and environment will produce 
better predictions in relevant cases than more 
complex, universally applicable models (achieving 
consistently good results in various situations). This 
article focuses on non-contractual relations typical for 
e-commerce companies engaged in online shopping. 
Such companies usually have at their disposal an 
extensive database concerning their customers, which 
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they use for internal purposes (e.g., financial 
management, marketing). This kind of online retail 
market, focusing on selling to end customers, has 
been growing continuously and it can thus be 
expected that the number of Internet-based services 
such as online stores will increase. The same applies 
to the competitive pressure put on them. The focus on 
e-commerce companies engaged in online shopping is 
therefore very topical both in local and global 
context. 

NEED OF THE STUDY 
� The study is to evaluate CLTV to make better 

decisions on (CAC) Customer acquisition costs, 
Improved forecasting, Improving profitability & 
Strategic marketing practices. 

� To make Customer segmentation based on RFM 
metrics. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
� To Segment Customers Based on RFM Scores. 
� To Segment Customers Based on CLTV.  
� To analyse the CLTV in improving Customer 

Retention and avoiding attrition. 
� To Forecast the CLTV to make better decisions on 

(CAC)Customer acquisition costs. 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
� The study is confined on modeling Customer 

lifetime value (CLTV) evaluation, marketing 
metric that projects the value of a customer over 
the entire history of that customers relationship 
with a E-Commerce company using BG-NBD 
statistical models in Python. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
� Inaccuracy of Data can lead to Misleading results. 
� The study is confined on CLTV modeling using 

BG-NBD statistical models in Python. 
� This study is confined to 45days only. 

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

This study is entirely based on Secondary Data 
Analysis, through research papers, journals, articles, 
websites etc.  

Secondary Data Collection:  
Sample E-commerce data-set is gathered from a 
secondary data source through internet. 

Source: UCI Machine Learning Repository. 

Website: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php  

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Software Used:  
� Python 3.10 
� Jupyter Notebook 
� MS Excel  

Statistical Models: 
BG-NBD and Gamma-Gamma models. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Six Phases Of CLTV Modelling: 

 
Figure 1: Research Phases CLTV Modelling. 

Model Selection And Justification: 
According to (Farris et al., 2008), there are several 
concepts in measuring these values are Customer 
Profitability Analysis (CPA), Recency and Retention 
Rate Analysis, and Customer Lifetime Value (CLTV). 
Researchers recommend CLTV as a metric for 
selecting customers and designing marketing 
programs,(Reinartz and Kumar, et al., 2003) and (Rust 
et al., 2004). 

The comparison of CLTV predictive abilities, using 
selected evaluation metrics, is made on selected 
CLTV models: Extended Pareto/NBD model 
(EP/NBD), Markov chain model and Status Quo 
model. The article uses six online store datasets with 
annual revenues in the order of tens of millions of 
euros for the comparison. The EP/NBD model has 
outperformed other selected models in a majority of 
evaluation metrics and can be considered good and 
stable for non-contractual relations in online 
shopping(Jasek et al., 2018). 

DATA COLLECTION ANALYSIS & 

INTERPRETATION: 

DATA UNDERSTANDING: 

Dataset: 
� The dataset includes Sample sales between 

01/12/2009 - 09/12/2011. 
� In this article, the years 2010-2011 will be 

examined. 
� The product catalog of this company includes 

souvenirs. 
� The vast majority of the company's customers are 

corporate customers. 

Variables: 
� InvoiceNo: Invoice number. The unique number 

of each transaction, namely the invoice. Aborted 
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operation if it starts with C. 

� StockCode: Product code. Unique number for 
each product. 

� Description: Product name 

� Quantity: Number of products. It expresses how 
many of the products on the invoices have been 
sold. 

� InvoiceDate: Invoice date and time. 

� UnitPrice: Product price. 

� CustomerID: Unique customer number. 

� Country: The country where the customer lives. 

DATA PREPARATION 

Steps For Data Preparation:  
A. Installing Required Python Libraries. 
B. Load and Check Data. 
C. Data Pre-processing. 
1. Removing Null-Values. 
2. Outlier Observations. 
3. Exploratory Data Analysis 

A. Installing Required Python Libraries: 

Python Code For PIP Installing Packages: 
� pip install Lifetimes  

� pip install openpyxl  
� pip install SQLAlchemy  
� pip install -U scikit-learn 
� pip install squarify  
� pip install seaborn  
� pip install matplotlib  

Python Code For Installing Libraries: 
� from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler  
� from sqlalchemy import create_engine  
� from lifetimes import GammaGammaFitter  
� from lifetimes import BetaGeoFitter  
� from lifetimes. plotting import 

plot_period_transactions  
� import datetime as dt  
� import pandas as pd  
� import seaborn as sns  
� import matplotlib.pyplot as plt  
� import squarify  
� import warnings  
� warnings. filterwarnings("ignore") 

B. Load and Check Data: 

Python Code For Load Data:  
� df=pd.read_excel("c:\\Users\\MyPC\\Downloads\\

Online Retail.xlsx") 
� df.head()  

Output:  

 
Table 1: First 5 Instances Of Imported Data-Set. 

Python Code For Check Data: 
� df = df[~df["Invoice"].str.contains("C", na=False)] 
� df.shape 
� def check_df(dataframe): 
� print(dataframe.shape) 
� print(dataframe.columns) 
� print(dataframe.dtypes) 
� print(dataframe.head()) 
� print(dataframe.tail()) 
� print(dataframe.describe().T) 
� check_df(df) 

C. Data Pre-processing: 

1. Removing Null-Values: 

Python Code For Removing Null-Values: 
� df.isnull().sum() 
� df.dropna(inplace=True) 
� df.isnull().sum()  

2. Outlier Observations: 

Python Code For Outlier Observations: 
� def outlier_thresholds(dataframe, variable): 

� quartile1 = dataframe[variable].quantile(0.01) 
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� quartile3 = dataframe[variable].quantile(0.99) 

� interquantile_range = quartile3 - quartile1 

� up_limit = quartile3 + 1.5 * interquantile_range  

� low_limit = quartile1 - 1.5 * interquantile_range  

� return low_limit, up_limit  

� def replace_with_thresholds(dataframe, variable): 

� low_limit, up_limit = 
outlier_thresholds(dataframe, variable) 

� dataframe.loc[(dataframe[variable] < low_limit), 
variable] = low_limit  

� dataframe.loc[(dataframe[variable] > up_limit), 
variable] = up_limit  

� replace_with_thresholds(df, "Quantity") 

� replace_with_thresholds(df, "Price") 

3. Exploratory Data Analysis: 

Python Code for Categorical Variables: 
� cat_cols = [col for col in df.columns if 

df[col].dtypes =="O"] 

� cat_but_car = [col for col in df.columns if 
df[col].nunique() > 100 and df[col].dtypes == 
"O"] 

� cat_cols = [col for col in cat_cols if col not in 
cat_but_car] 

� cat_cols  

Output: ['Country'] 

Python Code for Summarizing Categorical 

Variables: 
� def cat_summary(dataframe, col_name, 

plot=False): 

� print(pd.DataFrame({col_name: 
dataframe[col_name].value_counts(), 

� "Ratio": 100 * 
dataframe[col_name].value_counts() / 
len(dataframe)})) 

� print("###############################") 

� if plot: 

� fig_dims = (15, 5) 

� fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=fig_dims) 

� sns.countplot(x=dataframe[col_name], 
data=dataframe) 

� plt.xticks(rotation = 45, ha = 'right') 

� plt.show() 

� cat_summary(df, "Country", plot=True) 

 

Output: 

 
Figure 2: Summarizing Categorical Variable 

Country. 

Interpretation: 
The above Bar plot represents the Count of 
Categorical Variables (Country) where we can 
observe United kingdom stands first with highest 
number of transactions, Austria stands last with lowest 
number of transactions available in Dataset provided. 

Python Code For Numerical Variables: 
� num_cols = [col for col in df.columns if 

df[col].dtypes != 'O' and col not in "Customer 
ID"] 

� num_cols  

Output:  
['Quantity', 'InvoiceDate', 'Price'] 

Python Code for Summarizing Numerical 

Variables: 
� def num_summary(dataframe, numerical_col, 

plot=False): 

� quantiles = [0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 
0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99] 

� print(dataframe[numerical_col].describe(quantiles
).T) 

� if plot: 

� dataframe[numerical_col].hist(bins=20) 

� plt.xlabel(numerical_col) 

� plt.title(numerical_col) 

� plt.show() 

� for col in num_cols: 

� num_summary(df, col, plot=True) 
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Output:

 
Figure 3: Summarizing Numerical Variable 

Quantity. 

 
Figure 4: Summarizing Numerical Variable 

Invoice Date. 

 
Figure 5: Summarizing Numerical Variable Unit 

Price. 

Interpretation:  
The above Bar plots represent the Count of Numerical 
Variables(Quantity, Invoice date, unit price) where we 
can observe more than 300000 transactions are made 
with (0-10) quantity and nearly 10000 transactions are 
made with (100-150) transactions made available in 
Dataset provided. More number of transactions are 

made in Q4. More than 200000 transactions are made 
with unit price (1-5).  

Python Code For How many sales for each 

product: 
� df_product = 

df.groupby("Description").agg({"Quantity":"count
"}) 

� df_product.reset_index(inplace=True) 

� df_product  

Output: 

 
Table 2: Quantity Sold for each product. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents quantity of products sold in 
serial manner we can observe the product respective 
quantity available in Dataset provided.  

Python Code For Top 10 Products: 
� top_pr= 

df_product.sort_values(by="Quantity",ascending=
False).head(10) 

� sns.barplot(x="Description", y="Quantity", 
data=top_pr) 

� plt.xticks(rotation=90) 

� plt.show() 

Output: 

 
Figure 6: Top 10 Products With Respect To 

Quantity Sold. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents Top 10 Products sorted 
with respect to Quantity in Dataset provided. We can 
observe product with description “WHITE 
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HANGING HEART- LIGHT HOLDER” stands 1st in 
Top 10 with more than 2000 transactions, “PACK OF 
72 RETROSPOT CAKE CASES” stands at 10th. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF MODEL FOR DATA 

ANALYSIS 

Steps for Model Implementation: 
A. Customer Segmentation With RFM 
1. Preparation of RFM Metrics. 
2. Generating RFM Scores. 
3. Segmenting Customers Based on RFM Scores. 
4. Visualization of RFM Segments. 

B. Customer Segmentation With CLTV 
1. Preparation-Data Structure of CLTV 
2. BG-NBD Model 
3. Gamma Gamma Model 
4. BG-NBD and GG Model For Prediction 
5. Segmentation on CLTV Forecasts 

A. Customer Segmentation With RFM: 

1. Python Code for preparation of RFM Metrics: 
# total price per invoice 

� df["TotalPrice"] = df["UnitPrice"] * 
df["Quantity"] 

# Determining the analysis date for the recency  

� df["InvoiceDate"] = 
pd.to_datetime(df["InvoiceDate"]) 

� df["InvoiceDate"].max() 

� today_date = dt.datetime(2011, 12, 11) 

# Generating RFM metrics 

� rfm = 
df.groupby("CustomerID").agg({"InvoiceDate": 
lambda Date: (today_date- Date.max()).days, 

"InvoiceNo": lambda Invoice: Invoice.nunique(), 

"TotalPrice": lambda TotalPrice: TotalPrice.sum()}) 

� rfm.columns = 
["recency","frequency","monetary"] 

� rfm.head() 

� rfm.describe().T 

Output: 

 
Table 3: RFM Metrics Generated for Each Customer ID. 

 
Table 4: Statistical Description of RFM Metrics. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents top 5 instances of generated RFM(Recency, Frequency, Monetary) metrics in Dataset 
provided. And also Describes the RFM metrics(count, mean,  std, min, max). 

Where we can observe “min of Monetary” is 0.0 & “max of Monetary” is 266163.525 

monetary, the min value of the total money paid can't be 0. 

Code: 
# let's remove them from the data 
� rfm = rfm[rfm["monetary"] > 0] 
� rfm.describe().T 
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Output: 

 
Table 5: Statistical Description of Corrected RFM Metrics. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents “minimum of monetary value 0” is replaced with “minimum value greater than 0” 3.75 
in Dataset provided. 

� Python Code for Generating RFM Scores 

# recency_score  

� rfm["recency_score"] = pd.qcut(rfm['recency'], 5, labels=[5, 4, 3, 2, 1]) 

# frequency_score  

� rfm["frequency_score"]=pd.qcut(rfm["frequency"].rank(method="first"), 5, labels=[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]) 

# monetary_score  

� rfm["monetary_score"] = pd.qcut(rfm["monetary"], 5, labels=[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]) 

# RFM Score 

� rfm["RFM_SCORE"]=(rfm["recency_score"].astype(str)+ rfm["frequency_score"].astype(str)) 

� rfm.head(10) 

Output: 

 
Table 6: Generated RFM Scores for Each Customer ID. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents 10 instances of generated RFM scores in Dataset provided. We can observe the RFM 
scores of each “Customer ID” individualy. 

� Python Code for Segmenting Customers Based on RFM Scores 

� seg_map = { 

� r'[1-2][1-2]': 'hibernating', 

� r'[1-2][3-4]': 'at_Risk', 

� r'[1-2]5': 'cant_loose', 

� r'3[1-2]': 'about_to_sleep', 
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� r'33': 'need_attention', 

� r'[3-4][4-5]': 'loyal_customers', 

� r'41': 'promising', 

� r'51': 'new_customers', 

� r'[4-5][2-3]': 'potential_loyalists', 

� r'5[4-5]': 'champions' 

� } 

� rfm['segment'] = rfm['RFM_SCORE'].replace(seg_map, regex=True) 

� rfm.head(10) 

Output: 

 
Table 7: Customers Segmentation based on generated RFM scores. 

 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents Top 10 instances of Customers Segmented based on generated RFM scores in Dataset 
provided. We can observe the Customers Segmented based on generated RFM scores of each “Customer ID” 
individualy.  

Python Code for grouping RFM mean and count values according to segments 
� rfm[["segment","recency","frequency","monetary"]].groupby("segment").agg(["mean", "count"]) 

Output: 

 
Table 8: RFM mean and count values according to Customer Segments 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents Count, Mean of RFM Segments generated RFM scores in Dataset provided. We can 
observe number of Hibernating customers is “1071”, Loyal_customers is “819”, Champions customers is “633”, 
At_Risk customers is “593”, Potential_loyalists customers is “484”, About_to_sleep customers is “352”, 
Need_attention customers is “187”, Promising customers is “94”, Cant_loose customers is “63”. 
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� Python code for Visualization of RFM Segments 

• sgm= rfm["segment"].value_counts() 

• plt.figure(figsize=(10,7)) 

• sns.barplot(x=sgm.index,y=sgm.values) 

• plt.xticks(rotation=45) 

• plt.title('Customer Segments',color = 'blue',fontsize=15) 

• plt.show() 

Output: 

 
Figure 7: Bar Plot Of Customer Segmentation Based On RFM Scores. 

Interpretation:  
The above bar plot represents Visualization of Customer Segmentation based on RFM scores generated in Dataset 
provided. We can observe graph showing descending bar plot of Hibernating customers is “1”, Loyal_customers 
is “2”, Champions customers is “3”, At_Risk customers is “4”, Potential_loyalists customers is “5”, 
About_to_sleep customers is “6”, Need_attention customers is “7”, Promising customers is “8”, Cant_loose 
customers is “9”, New_customers is “10”.  

Python Code forTreemap Visualization 
� df_treemap = rfm.groupby('segment').agg('count').reset_index() 
� df_treemap.head() 

Output: 

 
Table 9: Customer Segmentation Count Based On RFM Scores. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents count of Customer Segmentation based on RFM scores generated in Dataset provided. 
We can observe that number of about_to_sleep is 352, at_Risk is 593, cant_loose is 63, champions is 633, 
hibernating is 1071.  

Python Code forPlotting Treemap  
� fig, ax = plt.subplots(1, figsize = (16,10)) 

� squarify.plot(sizes=df_treemap['RFM_SCORE'],  
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label=df_treemap['segment'],  

alpha=.8, 

color=['tab:red', 'tab:purple', 'tab:brown', 'tab:pink', 'tab:gray'] 

) 

� plt.axis('off') 

� plt.show() 

� plt.savefig('treemap.png') 

Output: 

 
Figure 8: Tree Map Visualization Of Customer Segmentation. 

Interpretation:  
The above visualization represents tree map of Customer Segmentation based on RFM scores generated in 
Dataset provided. We can observe the Customer segmentation in a glance by using Tree Map.  

A. Customer Segmentation With CLTV: 

1. Python Code for Preparation-Data Structure of CLTV 
# Determining the analysis date for the recency  
� df["InvoiceDate"] = pd.to_datetime(df["InvoiceDate"]) 
� df["InvoiceDate"].max() 
� today_date = dt.datetime(2011, 12, 11) 
# Generating CLTV metrics  

� cltv_df = df.groupby('CustomerID').agg({'InvoiceDate': [lambda date: (date.max() - date.min()).days, 

lambdadate:(today_date-date.min()).days], 

'InvoiceNo': lambda num: num.nunique(), 

'TotalPrice': lambda TotalPrice: TotalPrice.sum()}) 

� cltv_df.columns = cltv_df.columns.droplevel(0) 

� cltv_df.columns = ['recency', 'T', 'frequency', 'monetary'] 

� cltv_df.head() 

Output: 

 
Table 10: RFTM Values of Each Customer ID. 
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Code: 

# we calculated the monetary values as the Total price. 

# At this point we will express the monetary value as the average earnings per purchase. 

� cltv_df["monetary"] = cltv_df["monetary"] / cltv_df["frequency"] 

# selection of monetary values greater that Zero. 

� cltv_df = cltv_df[cltv_df["monetary"] > 0] 

# Weekly expression of Recency and T for BGNBD 

� cltv_df["recency"] = cltv_df["recency"] / 7 

� cltv_df["T"] = cltv_df["T"] / 7 

# Selecting Frequency greater than 1 

� cltv_df = cltv_df[(cltv_df['frequency'] > 1)] 

� cltv_df.head() 

Output: 

 
Table 11: Updated RFTM Values of Each Customer ID. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents data structure prepared for generating CLTV based on RFM Metrices. Here we have 
added a new columns “T” which represents “Tenure” of every individual cutomer ID.  

� Python Code for BG-NBD Model 

# For modelling, we first fit our Frequency, Recency and T columns to BG/NBD model. 

� bgf = BetaGeoFitter(penalizer_coef=0.001) 

� bgf.fit(cltv_df['frequency'], 

� cltv_df['recency'], 

� cltv_df['T']) 

# 1 week expected purchase (transaction) 

� cltv_df["expected_purc_1_week"] = bgf.predict(1, 

cltv_df['frequency'], 

cltv_df['recency'], 

cltv_df['T']) 

� cltv_df.sort_values("expected_purc_1_week", ascending=False).head(10) 
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Output:  

 
Table 12 : Expected Purchase Rate For 1 Week, Generated by Fitting BG-NBD Model based on RFM 

Metrices. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents expected purchase rate for 1 week, generated by fitting BG-NBD Model based on 
RFM Metrices. We can observe the expected purchase for 1 week of every individual with respective “Customer 
ID”.  

Python code for 1 month expected purchase  
� cltv_df["expected_purc_1_month"] = bgf.predict(4, cltv_df['frequency'], cltv_df['recency'], cltv_df['T'])  
� cltv_df.sort_values("expected_purc_1_month", ascending=False).head(10)  

Output: 

 
Table 13 : Expected Purchase Rate For 1 Month, Generated by Fitting BG-NBD Model based on RFM 

Metrices. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents expected purchase for 1 month, generated by fitting BG-NBD Model based on RFM 
Metrices. 

� Python Code for Gamma Gamma Model 

# For modelling, we first fit our Frequency, Recency columns to Gamma Gamma Submodel 

� ggf = GammaGammaFitter (penalizer_coef=0.01) 

� ggf.fit(cltv_df['frequency'], cltv_df['monetary']) 

# Expected average profit  

� cltv_df["expected_average_profit"]=ggf.conditional_expected_average_profit 

(cltv_df['frequency'],  cltv_df['monetary']) 

� cltv_df.sort_values("expected_average_profit", ascending=False).head(20)  
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Output: 

 
Table 14 : Expected Average Profit, Generated by Fitting BG-NBD Model based on RFM Metrices. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents expected average profit, which in other words Customer Acquistion Cost generated by 
fitting Gamma Gamma Submodel based on RFM Metrices. 

� Python Code for BG-NBD and GG Model For Prediction 

• cltv = ggf.customer_lifetime_value(bgf, 

• cltv_df['frequency'], 

• cltv_df['recency'], 

• cltv_df['T'], 

• cltv_df['monetary'], 

• time=6, # 6 months. 

• freq="W", # T's Frequency information. 

• discount_rate=0.01) 

# Reset index 

• cltv = cltv.reset_index() 

# Merging the main table and the forecast values table 

• cltv_final = cltv_df.merge(cltv, on="Customer ID", how="left") 

# sorting 

• cltv_final.sort_values(by="clv", ascending=False).head(10) 

Output: 

 
Table 15 : CLTV Generated by Fitting BG-NBD Model based on RFM Metrices. 
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Interpretation:  
� The above table represents CLV, generated by BG-NBD and GG Model Prediction based on RFM Metrices.  

Python Code for 12 Month CLTV Prediction:  

# 12 Month CLTV Forecast: 

� cltv_12 = ggf.customer_lifetime_value(bgf, 

� cltv_df['frequency'], 

� cltv_df['recency'], 

� cltv_df['T'], 

� cltv_df['monetary'], 

� time=12, # 1 aylık  

� freq="W", # T'nin frekans bilgisi  

� discount_rate=0.01) 

� cltv_12.head() 

� cltv_12 = cltv_12.reset_index() 

� cltv_12 = cltv_df.merge(cltv_12, on="CustomerID", how="left") 

� cltv_12.sort_values(by="clv", ascending=False).head(10) 

Output: 

 
Table 16 : 12 Month CLTV Forecast, Generated by Fitting BG-NBD Model based on RFM Metrices. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents 12 Month CLTV Prediction, generated by BG-NBD and GG Model Prediction based 
on RFM Metrices. 

� Python Code for Segmentation on CLTV Forecasts 

Python code for Normalization 0-1 Range For CLV Values 

� scaler = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 

� scaler.fit(cltv_final[["clv"]]) 

� cltv_final["scaled_clv"] = scaler.transform(cltv_final[["clv"]]) 

� cltv_final.sort_values(by="scaled_clv", ascending=False).head() 

Output: 

 
Table 17 : Scaled CLTV Rate, Generated by Fitting BG-NBD Model based on RFM Metrices. 
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Interpretation:  
The above table represents scaled CLV values generated based on RFM metrices in Dataset provided.  

Python code for Segmentation of Customers 

� cltv_final["segment"] = pd.qcut(cltv_final["scaled_clv"], 4, labels=["D", "C", "B", "A"]) 

� cltv_final.head() 

� cltv_final.head() 

Output: 

 
Table 18 : Customer Segmentation based on CLTV Forecasted Values. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents labelling segments of based on scaled CLV generated in Dataset provided.  

Python code for Examination of Segments by count 

� cltv_final.groupby("segment").agg({"count"}) 

Output: 

 
Table 19 : Count of Customer Segments based on CLTV Forecasted Values. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents the count of Segment labels based on CLV generated in Dataset provided.  

Python code for Examination of Segments by sum 

� cltv_final.groupby("segment").agg({"sum"}) 

Output: 

 
Table 20 : Sum of Customer Segments based on CLTV Forecasted Values. 
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Interpretation:  
The above table represents the sum of Segment labels based on CLV generated in Data-set provided.  

Python code for Examination of Segments by mean 

� cltv_final.groupby("segment").agg({"mean"}) 

Output: 

 
Table 21 : Mean of Customer Segments based on CLTV Forecasted Values. 

Interpretation:  
The above table represents the sum of Segment labels based on CLV generated in Dataset provided.  

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
� Most number of the transactions are made from 

United Kingdom, Least number of transactions are 
made from Austria. 

� Highest number of transactions are made between 
dates (2011/09 to 2011/11). 

� Top 10 products being bought by the Customers. 

� Based on RFM metrics Number of Hibernating 
customers is “1071”. 

� Loyal_customers count based on RFM metrics is 
“819”. 

� Champions customers count based on RFM 
metrics is “633”. 

� At_Risk customers count based on RFM metrics 
is “593”. 

� Potential_loyalists customers count based on RFM 
metrics is “484”. 

� About_to_sleep customers count based on RFM 
metrics is “352”. 

� Need_attention customers count based on RFM 
metrics is “187”. 

� Promising customers count based on RFM 
metrices is “94”. 

� Cant_loose customers count based on RFM 
metrices is “63”. 

� New_customers count based on RFM metrics is 
“42”.  

� Based on CLTV metrics Segments “B” group 
customers generate most CLTV than any other 

segments. 

� Based on CLTV metrics Segments “D” group 
customers generate least CLTV than any other 
segments. 

� Based on CLTV metrics Segments “A” group 
customers generate more Frequency than any 
other segments. 

� Based on CLTV metrics Segments “A” group 
customers generate more Expected Average Profit 
than any other segments. 

SUGGESTIONS 
� Running Customer based campaigns for “C” 

segment customers can increase more CLV and 
Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) can be reduced 
when compared with “D” segment customers.  

� Running Loyalty based campaigns for “A” 
segment customers can help generate more CLV 
and reduce Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) 
when compared with “B” segment customers. 

� Concentrating on customer who are Hibernating 
customers, About_to_sleep customers can help in 
improving “Customer Retention”. 

� Concentrating on customer who are 
About_to_sleep customers, Need_attention 
customers can help in reducing “Customer 
Attrition”. 

CONCLUSION 
� CLTV model helps you determine how much 

money you can afford to spend acquiring new 
customers and retaining existing ones and RFM 
can be used to segment your customers to better 
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target your marketing efforts. All the efforts to 
perform these analyses have only one goal which 
is to make better business decisions based on data. 
Using CLTV and RFM simultaneously and 
interpreting data based on both analyses can help 
businesses grow. 

� Performing these analyses using Python and 
Lifetimes modules is not the most important and 
complicated part. Knowing your business, having 
domain knowledge and using that knowledge to 
produce useful results from these analyses is the 
key to a business’s success. 

� It’s not wise to serve all customers with the same 
product model, email, text message campaign, or 
ad. Customers have different needs. A one-size-
for-all approach to business will generally result in 
less engagement, lower-click through rates, and 
ultimately fewer sales. Customer segmentation is 
the cure for this problem. 

� Finding an optimal number of unique customer 
groups will help you understand how your 
customers differ, and help you give them exactly 
what they want. Customer segmentation improves 
customer experience and boosts company revenue. 
That’s why segmentation is a must if you want to 
surpass your competitors and get more customers. 
Doing it with machine learning is definitely the 
right way to go. 
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